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Case shifts and case syncretism in Gagauz 
İn the context of Bulgarian patterns * 
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Abstract: Numerous Gagauz case shifts listed in Özkan ı 996 and seemingIy 
pointing to a very intensive tendeney towards case syncretism are discussed 
by this author. Six conclusions are presented in the last paragraph of the 
study. 
Keywords: Gagauz, Bulgarian, adstrate languages, Balkan linguistics, Euro
linguistics, morphology, declension, language contact 

Özet: Özkan ı 996da listelenen ve çok yoğun durum aynılaşma eğilimi gibi 
görünen durum kaydırma ortamı bu yazar tarafından tartışılmıştır. Çalışmanın 
son paragrafında altı sonuç sıralanmıştır 
Anahtar Sözcükler: Gagauzca, Bugarca, yan katman diller, Balkan dilbilimi, 
Avro-dilbilimi, morfoloji, ad çekimi, dil teması 

1. 

A list of more or less peculiar case shifts enumerated in a Turkish 
grammar of Gagauz (Özkan 1996: 125-128) comprises an astonishingly 
great number of different types of changes. These are as follows: 
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(1) Accusative instead of dative: 19 examples (Özkan 1996: 12Ssq.) 
(2) Dative instead ofaccusative: 4 examples (op. cit. 126) 
(3) Locative instead of dative: 1 example (op. cit. 126) 
(4) Locative instead of ablative: 2 examples (op. cit. 126) 
(5) Dative instead ofablative: 3 examples (op. cit. 126) 
(6) Genitive instead of locative: 3 examples (op. cit. 127) 
(7) Ablative instead oflocative: 1 example (op. cit. 127) 
(8) Ablative instead ofnominative: 2 examples (op. cit. 127) 
(9) Locative instead of nominative: 3 examples (op. cit. 127) 
(10) Dative instead ofnominative: 3 examples (op. cit. 127) 
(11) Ablative instead ofinstrumental: 4 examples (op. cit. 127) 
(12) Dative instead ofinstrumental: 6 examples (op. cit. 127sq.) 
(13) Instrumental instead of dative: 2 examples (op. cit. 128) 
(14) Nominative instead ofdative: 5 examples (op. cit. 128) 
(15) Dative instead of genitive: 2 examples (op. cit. 128) 
(16) Locative instead ofinstrumental: 2 examples (op. cit. 128) 
(17) Accusative İnstead of ablative: 1 example (op. cit. 128) 

Özkan (1996: 128) is right when he calls this picture fairly confused. If 
his observations are correct Gagauz has a truly fascinating system. 
However, Pokrovskaja 1964 does not mention any case shifts at all. 

in this context, item (15) seems exceptionally important because it can 
point to atendeney towards Balkanization of Gagauz. Unfortunately, it is 
represented by only two examples - certainly too few to allow of a serious 
claim.! 

The first problem is what should be understood under the formulation 
instead of in Özkan' s formulae. Gagauz has no old records, so an 
interpretation of the type "Modern Gagauz dative instead of the Old 
Gagauz genitive" is impossible. What Özkan probably has in mind is the 
contrast between the Gagauz and the Turkish use. However, an intellectual 

For further remarks conceming item (15) see section 2. 
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construction like "Gagauz datiye instead of Turkish genitive", and so on, 
is hardly acceptable. On the other han d, if modem Gagauz (or, at least, its 
core) does continue some Anatolian Turkish dialect(s)2 Özkan's 
presentation is admissible, provided the phrase instead of is understood as 
a short form for 'instead of the expected X that was very likely used in this 
function in the Anatolian Turkish mother dialect oftoday's Gagauz'. 

Further, the problem of Bulgarian influence is entirely neglected in 
Özkan' s presentation. And yet, if the Gagauz came to Moldova from 
Bulgarla (and that, only in the Iate ISth 

- early 19th century, i.e. relatively 
recently) they must previously have heard colloquial Bulgarian every day 
for decades (their contacts with the Bulgarlans as their orthodox co
religionists will have certainly been common and frequent), so any type of 
linguistic calque is imaginable. A very good example of this sort is Gag. 
bak san budalayı! (1) '~ Have you ever seen such an idiot?, What an 
idiot! '. The thing that worries Özkan is the use of accusatiye instead of 
datiye here since the Turkish and Gagauz verb bak- 'to look' requires 
dative. That is of course absolutely correct. However, this expression 
doubt1ess imitates a Bulgarian phrase Bu:JIC 20 mu 6yoaJIama! id. Even the 
Gagauz word order is al most the same, except for the Bulgarian double 
accusative construction: Bulg. 6U:JIC [1] - 20 [2a] - mu [3] - 6yoaJIama 
[2b] vs. Gag. bak [1] - 0 [2a] - san [3] - budala+yı [2b+2a]. 

Thus, in methodological terms we actually have to deal with two 
different phenomena in this context: the influence of Bulgarian patterns 
and, possibly, a genuine evolution of the Gagauz declension. 

The above example clearly belongs in the former group which means 
that no original datiye was substituted by accusatiye because a datiye 
phrase like Gag. *bak san budalaya! never existed. Instead, the Gagauz 
translated the Bulgarian structure word by word and used an accusatiye 
where the original Bulgarian phrase has had one. 

For the problem of a Kipchak component of Gagauz see Aydemir 2005: 28-30. 
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Asimilar state of affairs is exemplifıed in Gag. kima geleciydi 

aklısına ... 3 (15) '(in)to whose mind would it come ... ?, who would have 
thought ... ?', lit. 'whom (dat.) would it come to the/his mind ... ?'. Özkan 
classifıes it as a shift of the genitive (kimin 'whose') into the dative (kima 

'to whom'). In reality, this expression, too, reflects a Bulgarian pattem 
(true, somewhat archaic nowadays): lVıKOMY (- Ha HRKOZO) 6u MY dOWIlO 

Ha aKbJla ... ? id. 
in this situation a conjecture lies near at hand that many (or, maybe, all) 

examples adduced by Özkan are nothing but traces of the Bulgarian 
int1uence on Gagauz syntactic patterns rather than genuine Gagauz case 
shifts. in actuality, that is not always and everywhere the case but most of 
his examples can, indeed, be relatively easily explained as reflexes of 
Bulgarian originals. 

Sometimes, this appears evident even to those who do not know much 
Bulgarian. If all phrases in (10) contaİn the verb Gag. kok- 'to smell (= 
emit an odour)' one can take for granted that it is just a change d 
government rule of this verb that is exemplifıed İn (10), no general shift of 
the nominative İnto the datİve. The Gagauz examples in (10) are as 
follows: [. .. J burası insan etina koktu 'there was a smell of human flesh in 
here', tülüna kokar içerda 'there is a smell of tobacco in here', [. .. J 
kokardı süda 'it smelt of milk'. Because the content '(it) smells (of)' is 
expressed by Mupuuıe (Ha) İn Bulgarian, the Gagauz tried to İmitate the 
Bulgarian preposition Ha with their own grammatical elements. They must 
have modelled the Gagauz complement structure on the frequent use of 
Bulg. Ha to mark the indirect object or express a direction 'to, towards'; in 
both instances the Turkish equivalent is the dative, e.g. Bulg. Ha MaÜKa MU 

'to/for my mother' = Tksh. anama id., Bulg. XOdıı Ha na3ap 'to go to the 
bazaar' = Tksh. bazara git- id. 

The same sort of thing İs found in item (12) where three out of sİx 
examples are complements of Gag. evlen- 'to marry': evlenmiş bir sarfoşa 

With akl+ı+sı+na for literary Turkish akl+ı+na. Note that the use of the dative 
kimii has not caused a change of aklı (sı)na into ak(ı)/a. 
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'she married a drunkard', O evlendi bir karı ya iki uşaklan 'he married a 
woman with two kids',4 [ ... ] evleniyim ona 'let me marry himlher'. The 
Bulgarian verb for 'to marry' is JlCeHJl ce (3a), and it is easy to see that the 
Bulgarian government (za + noun) was here, too, rendered by the Gagauz 
datiye. 

The same is valid for Gag. düşün- 'to think' (see item (2): [. .. ] 
düşünma buna! '[ ... ] don 't think about it! ') modeııed on Bulg. MUCllJl (3a) 
'to think (about/of)', that is Bulg. He MUCllU 3a m06a 'don't think about it' 
= He MUCllU 'düşünIna' + 3a m06a 'buna'. 

Bulgarian influence of the kind we have just been examining turns out 
to be the most frequent explanation for aııeged case shifts or syncretism in 
almost aıı the seventeen items enumerated by N. Özkan. 5 Of course, the 
datiye is not the only case used to replicate Bulgarian patterns. The 
locative has also been imitated both in verbal and in nominal 
constructions. An example of a locative complement is found in Gag. 
kavalda çal- (9) 'to play the pipe' whose Bulgarian equivalent is ceupJl Ha 
tjJııeüma id., with its Ha actuaııy expressing the locative content, as is also 
the case, for instance, in Bulg. Ha YllUlIa 'in the street' = Gag. loc. 
sokak+ta id. 

The use of the locative in nominal constructions is observed in Gag. 
yapı içinda serindi (9) 'it was chiııy in the building' (lit. 'it was chiııy in 
the interlor of the building'), cf. Tksh. yapı içi serindi id. (lit. 'the interlor 
of the building was chiııy'). The Gagauz phrase perfectly reflects Bulg. 6 

czpaoama 6ewe XJlaOHO id., so that a Bulgarian pattern is reproduce d here 
rather than an orlginal nominative shifted into the locative. 

4 Notabene, the use of an instrumental form iki uşak/an 'with two children' in lieu 
of an expected adjective *iki uşaklz 'having two children' likewise betrays Slavic 
influence. 
Turkish cases usually express various contents which are, in the Slavic languages, 
rendered by sundry prepositional constructions. in my Turkish grammar i show 
nine functions of the Turkish datiye (M. Stachowski 2009: 73-75), ten of the 
locatiye (op. cit. 80-82), and eighteen of the ablative (op. cit. 82-87). 
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2. 

The main methodological problem connected with the interpretation of 
observed differences between Gagauz and Turkish lies in distinguishing 
replication6 of specific syntactic constructions like verbal government or 
phraseological patterns from case shift independent of syntactic context. 
Almost all examples adduced in Özkan op. cit. belong in the former group. 

If the datiye to genitive shift (15) had really taken place it would be an 
important signal of the possible Balkanization of Gagauz. However, this is 
not the case here inasmuch as item (15) comprises only two examples 
which is generally too little to suggest a systematic case syncretism. In 
addition, one of the examples is the phrase kima geleciydi aklısına that 
was explained above, and the other phrase is etmiş yaşa saabiysin 'you are 
seventy years old' with the datiye preceding the noun saabi 'owner' ( < 
Gag. *sahibi = Tksh. sahibi 'its owner') which fits the usual government 
rule of sahip (+ dat.) in both Turkish and Gagauz. Özkan was probably 
mistaken in assuming the possessive form of Gag. saabi because as a non
possessive there would be no problem in combining it with the datiye. In 
reality, the original possessivity of saabi was lost, and Gag. saabiysin 'you 
are the owner' semantically corresponds, nowadays, to Tksh. sahipsin id. 
rather than to Tksh. sahibiysin 'you are its owner' . 

Thus, no merger of the genitive and datiye cases has been found in 
Gagauz and, therefore, no examples of Balkanİzatİon of the Gagauz 
declension can be presented. 

6 For the notion of replieation see M. Staehowski 2015: 108, fiı. 3. The footnote 
makes it als o elear why the terms "eopy" and "eopying", most favoured in so me 
Turkologieal circIes, are deeidedly avoided in all the others. 
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Nevertheless, one might ask about the nature of those cases that are 
adduced by Özkan and cannot be explained by Bulgarian influence.7 They 
fall into two groups: real cas e blends and special situations. 

Items (1) and (2) are of the greatest importance inasmuch as they both 
go in the same direction, İ.e. towards dative-accusative syncretism, and 
besides, they represent the most commonly attested phenomenon. The 
mechanism of both changes is, in essence, phonetic in nature: the Turkic 
vowels a and i are pronounced in asimilar way, even in accented syllables 
- that is a becomes somewhat higher and i somewhat lower, so the result 
of either or both processes is approximately the same: a vowel like ıP A 
mid central [~] -- [~] or mid back [r], auditively resembling what is 
rendered ('b) in Bulgarian orthography and (a) in Romanian. Nevertheless, 
one cannot claim aBaıkan origin for the process in Gagauz because in 

We shall disregard in what follows the rare mistakes like Gag. ama vazgeçmed; 
aa/am aa (5) 'but (s)he did not stop weeping (- cease to weep)' where actually no 
case shift at all is observed because Gag. aalamaa is an infınitive 'to weep' even 
though its -aa does resemble some Gagauz datiye forms like salmak 'intent, 
intention' ~ daı. salmaa, orak 'sickle' ~ daı. oraa. It is right, in diachronical 
terms the Gagauz -aa infınitive do es go back to an original datiye of * -mak 
gerunds, that is: aglamak + (dat.) +a > *aglamak+a > *aglamaga > aa/amaa. 
However, in Gagauz - as opposed to Turkish - this form does not fulfıl a directiye 
function (Tksh. ağlamağa 'in order to weep') but is, instead, quite a usual 
infınitive (Pokrovskaja 1964: 162). Notabene, the same mistake was made in 
Dmitriev (1955: 203) who translated Gag. kazmaa as 'ırr06bl KOnaTl/, Le. 'in 
order to dig'. Using datiye forms as infınitive is a common thing also in other 
Turkic languages; there are, for instance, three infınitives in Yakut, but, in reality, 
theyare all datiye forms (+ya - +xa) of three distinct gerunds: neutral infınitive 
bar-ar+ya 'to go', modal infınitive bar-i'ax+xa 'one should go' (ct: Russ. (e.My) 

uomu), conditional infınitive bar-dax+xa 'if one goes' (cf. Russ. (ecııu) uomu), 
see Ubrjatova 1982: 226sq. - The Gagauz phrase adduced above replicates the 
Slavic pattem ''to cease + infınitive" and it literally means 'but (s)he did not cease 
to weep'. 
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both respeets, phonetie and morphologieal, the phenomenon is fairly well 
known in Anatolian Turkish dialeets.8 

Therefore one can only speak of dative-aeeusative syneretism in 
Gagauz whieh continue s the tendeney initiated in Anatolia while the elaim 
of syncretism launehed under the impaet of Bulgarian and/or Romanian 

has no foundation. 
The faet that Özkan (op. eit. 12Ssq.) eould cite 19 examples of the 

aeeusative used in lieu of the dative and only four examples for the 
opposite direetion suggests that, at least in Gagauz, it is the dative that 
los es its status of a separate case form expressing the indireet objeet. 

As far as untypieal situations are eoneemed, three adjeetives with the 
suffix +ki should be mentioned as of especia1 interest. Özkan (op. eit. 127) 
is right that this suffix is usually eombined with the loeative case, and thus 
sounds +daki. The Gagauz shape +ınkı implies that the loeative +da was 
replaeed by the genitive +ın. These are his examples: Gag. altınkı dudaa 

(6) 'his lower lip', önünlcü kapu (6) 'front door', önünlcü dişlerim (6) 'my 

8 Özkan op.cit. is very well aware of this fact and he adduces a few dialectal 
examples from Anatolia in the footnotes. - Besides, the phenomenon is also 
attested in Ottoman Turkish word s borrowed from Arabic, even though the Arabic 
vowel was long. The final result could be either a vowel intermediate between 
high and low which was difficUıt to render in the Latin script or just an r - i in lieu 
of Arabic a and ii. An early transcription text with such attestations is a 
vocabulary by Filippo Argenti (1533; see the edition by Rocchi 2007), for 
instance: Argenti müseilim 'free' < Ar. musallam 'intact, untouched, correct' > 
modem Tksh. müsellem id.; Argenti kiri 'rent, hire' < Ar. kirii' id. > modem Tksh. 
kira id., Argenti ıebrit 'psa1ter' < Ar. ıawri! 'Torah' > modem Tksh. Tevrat id. 
(for these and other examples see K. Stachowski 20 ı 5: 282,283). 

Inasmuch as the process runs in both directions some Turkish dia1ects have also 
had a where the literary language has an i, and the se dialectal a words were 
occasionally borrowed into Bulgarian, e.g. Bulg.dial. 6QJ1capa 'mould growing on 
grapes' = Tksh.lit. ba/sıra 'mould on leaves' (Z. Ölmez 2008: 325), Bulg.dial. 
MaHowı 'dog' = Tksh.dial. mındı, a dog breed (Z. Ölmez op. cit. 327 sq.). in bOth 
cases i would suggest reconstructing the direct sources of the Bulgarian words in 
form of variants with a mid vowel <8> = [e] - [aL - [T], i.e. Bulg.dial 6QJ1capa < 
Tksh.dial. *ba/siira (- ba/sıra); Bulg.dial. MaHOwı < Tksh.dial. *miindı (- mındı). 
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front teeth', Le. we actually have two derivatives attested in three phrases 
here. 

i am rather inclined to understand the process different1y because no 
further instances of the shift of the locative into the genitive seem to be 
known. The Bulgarian equivalents of those Gagauz adjectives are OOJleH 
'lower' and npeoeH 'front' and that is why i am toying with the idea of a 
structural influence of Bulgarian: 

'lower' 
'front' 

Bulgarian 
OOJl+eH 
npeo+eH 

Gagauz 
all+ın (+kı) 

ön+ün (+kü) 

If this is correct the Gagauz tried to phonetically replicate the Bulgarian 
structure perceived by them as "stern plus an +n element." Their +n 
element being a genitive suffıx +(n)ın, they additionally needed a clear 
adjective marker and, thus, the adjective suffıx +ki was added to the 
replicated structure with the genitive marker used as the +n element. 

4. 

Let us sum up the results of the present study now: 
[ı] it is absolutely necessary to differentiate between changes of verbal 

or nominal government or sentence patterns on the one hand and 
case shift or merger on the other. 

[2] The Balkan impact on Gagauz is very strong. However, much of 
what has been written to date concems the lexis only (in addition, 
often viewed in an atomistic way, Le. rather specific words are 
examined then semantic or morphological subsystems). Future 
studies should allow for grammatical and structural influence. 

[3) in this studyonly the Bulgarian adstrate ofGagauz was discussed. in 
the future, the MoldovianlRomanian one should also be investigated. 
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[4] The case shifts observed thus far - see (1) and (2) - continue those 

launched in AnatoHa. A future syncretism of the dative and the 

accusative appears imaginable. The accusative to dative shift is more 

frequent than the opposite one. 
[5] No Balkanization of the Gagauz declension could be discemed in 

the available data. 

[6] The question of the place of Gagauz in Eurolinguistic research has 

only once been discussed thus far (M. Stachowski 2015: 112-114). 

This aspect of the inquiry into Gagauz seems particularly promising. 
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